
Finalists Announced for Award of Excellence in the 
Office of Midmarket CIO 
 
 
MIAMI, FL – October 15, 2013 – The final nominees have been announced for the Award of 
Excellence in the Office of Midmarket CIO. The award recognizes powerful collaborations 
between technology vendors and enterprise IT teams that resulted in outstanding benefits 
to their midmarket organization. 
 
 
“Every day we work closely with the most innovative minds in the midmarket,” said Hilary 
Badoian, EVP of Boardroom Events, producers of Midmarket CIO Forum. “This award will 
recognize one person who has stood out amongst this group of pioneers in the IT field. We 
are very excited to announce the winner at the upcoming Midmarket CIO Forum.” 
 
 
Nominations were submitted by IT executives as well as their peers.  The winner will be 
selected by a panel of CIO peers based on: the nature, breadth, and complexity of the 
project; the results of the project seen in terms of performance improvement and financial 
benefits; and the ability to characterize the project and effectively communicate its 
significance. 
 
 
 Finalists are: 

• Lea Deesing, CIO, City of Riverside 
Partnership with ACS, a Xerox Company, to create a 24-hour City Hall and attract 
high-tech jobs and develop apprentice program 

• Jerry Howard, VP of IT, Irving Materials 
Partnership with 8x8 for significant cost savings by reducing standard phone lines 
and improving customer service 

• Jason Kasch, CIO, Structural Group  
Partnership with Thinking Phones to develop and implement comprehensive UC 
strategy with cloud deployment 

• Cory Mason, Director of Global IT, Twin Disc 
Partnership with Netreo and OmniCenter to monitor and support 18 global network 
locations and reduce technological-caused interruptions of daily operation 

• Mark Kocour, CIO, ZS Associates 
Partnership with West IP, Cisco and Good Technology to maintain efficient 
collaboration of rapidly growing global sales and marketing work force 
 

 
“It's a perfect venue to honor a midmarket CIO for the accomplishments made to their 
organization,” continued Badoian. “To have them honored by the outstanding thought-
leaders on site is a compliment to the forward-thinking and groundbreaking nature of the IT 
visionaries that gather at the Midmarket CIO Forum.” 
 
 



The Midmarket CIO Forum is focused on the unique challenges specific to the midmarket 
and the technology solutions to solve those challenges. The highest ranking BANT-qualified 
midmarket IT leaders come seeking best-in-class IT solutions from leading and emerging 
technology provider organizations. Throughout the three-day event, participants get a 
thorough overview on critical technologies and trends in the midmarket. IT executives share 
insight into IT strategies and tactics that have succeeded and meet with technology vendors 
who actually offer the right-sized technologies that meet their strategic objectives. 
 
 
Contact: Blair Shiver 
(786) 361-0454 x 117 
bshiver@boardroomevents.com 
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